There are two striking features of the total meson-nucleon cross-sections resulting from the recent Serpukhov data (1): i) in the momentum range {25--:65)GeV/c the total cross-sections seem to be essentially constant; a small increasing tendency is not excluded; ii) the differences ~(~-p)-a~(~-n) and a~(K-p)-~(K-n) appear to be constant in the considered energy range. In any case a strong decreasing trend of them is not observed.
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These conclusions have raised again the question of the validity of Pomeranchuk's theorem from both phenomenological (3) and more rigorous points of view (3). According to BARGER and PHILLIPS one obtains good fits to the (') To speed up publication, the author of this paper has agreed to not receive the proofs for correction.
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(2) V. BARGER and R. J. N. P~ILLIPS: Phys. Rev. Lett., 24, 291 (1970 new IHEP-CERN values of the total cross-sections by adding to the wellknown gegge poles a vacuum cut which is a slowly decreasing function of energy as compared to the leading pole term. The parametrization they used for the rc,N ~ scattering was of the following form:
where T+(o)) and T-(co) describe the r~+p and ~-p forward scattering amplitudes. By co we denote the meson luboratory energy (in GeV); the units are ]/= c = GeV = i and the optical theorem is used in the form
where k 2 ----a) ' 2 --0.0196. Some recently discussed models (4.5) yield additional support for the introduction of such a leading w~cuum cut dominating over secondary Ir poles at high energies. Since on the other hand they predict constant total crosssections at infinity and negligible contribution from the real part to the scattering amplitude in the asymptotic energy region, they do not lead to any difficulty with the Pomeranchuk theorem.
As pointed out several years ago by MARTIN (6) and discussed recently again in several aspects by EDEN (3) the proofs of the Pomeranchuk theorem contain some ad hoc assumptions which might be in general not true and therefore it is possible to construct a eounterexample to Pomeranchuk's theorem not violating thc general properties of the forward scattering amplitudes which follow from axiomatic field theory (7). To construct such a counterexample it is sufficient, e.g., to reject only the commonly considered (( obvious ~) additional condition lim ]T+: (~>) [/co In ~o 0 .
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